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joke circulating among

Soviet emigr6 musicians that goes
something Iike this. Question:
What is the new definition of a chamber
orchestra? Answer: A Russian
symphony orchestra after it gets back
from a foreign tour.
The sad truth of this humor links hundreds of Soviet musicians who have
rejected their former lives in Russia and
slipped quietly away, either from a
touring group or through the arduous
process of emigration. For Lazar
Gosman. founder and music director of
the New York-based Soviet Emigr6
Orchestra, the definition of a chamber
orchestra is somewhat different: he
formed one out of those who slipped
away.
Music is probably the most convincing
means through which Gosman and his
fellow emigr6s can tell their story. They
can try to explain the two faces they
were forced to adopt in the Soviet
Union, one for themselves and one
for official life. They can attempt to
describe the irreversible drifting apart
ofpatriotism and artistic beliefs. But
it is the lined faces of these seasoned
emigr6s, and the music that has emerged
as their insistent messenger through
years of restrictions, that really speak to
us as Americans too often complacent
with freedom.
Lazar Gosman is a small, gracious
man with intense conviction. His
gestures and finely wrought features
speak with eloquence, but not as
Leona Francombe is an Americanfreelance
writer and pianist currently residing in
Belgium, where she is project mnnager of
Concorde East-West, a new European
chamber music initiative. Francombe holds a
degree in Russian language and literature
and conducted the interview with Gosman in
his native tongue.
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eloquently as his violin. His instrument
is his interpreter, his companion in
conveying with extraordinary sincerity
the emotions of a divided life.
'I had nothing with me when I left
Russia," reminisced Gosman during an
interview in his New York apartment.
"No money, no music. Only my violin
and my dream of building a chamber
orchestra." His dream has followed a
course as inevitable and compelling as
that of a river carving its way from
source to delta. He became director of
the Leningrad Chamber Orchestra in
1961 and remained in that position for
seventeen years. In 1977 he was named
associate concertmaster of the Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra, and during
his tenure in that city organized a
chamber orchestra. He founded the
Soviet Emigr6 Orchestra in 1979. With
this last ensemble-which recently took
a new name, Tchaikovsky Chamber
Orchestra-he has already released a
recording and toured the United States,
Europe. and South America.

Marxism, Music, and Malaise
Gosman was born in Kiev, and at the age
of seven was taken by his mother to
Moscow to be enrolled in a school for
gifted children at the Moscow Con-

servatory. After graduating from
conservatory, he joined the Leningrad
Philharmonic Orchestra. Later, as
director of the Leningrad Chamber
Orchestra, Gosman enjoyed enormous
success in the Soviet Union, forming
artistic partnerships with Oistrakh,
Gilels and Davidovich, and making
scores of recordings -recordings that
continued to be issued following his

emigration, but without his name.
Despite his success, however, the
seeds of discontent were strewn earlyand cultivated more rapidly than most,
Symphony Magazine

perhaps, because ofthe acute sensibilities of an artist. There is something
mercurial about Gosman's face, at once
whimsical and grave, as he remembers.
But his sfyle of communication is distinquished by graceful gestures and spontaneous warmth.
How did he finally decide to emigrate?
"The fact is, I had already decided
many, many years ago when I was a
young man. I understood early on what
sort of country I was born in, where I
grew up. I understood how the ideas of
the Revolution were accomplished, how
millions of people were killed and
destroyed. And then when Stalin
destroyed even faithful Communists...it
was already clear to me that I couldn't
stay."
But for years there was no opportuniry to act on that decision. Gosman

toured all over the world with the Leningrad Philharmonic, and yet somehow
was not in a professional or
psychological position to think about
defection. Finally, his attachment to his
family helped him construct an avenue
for emigrating. "My thoughts about the
furure of my son played a large role in
this decision," says the conductor,
"because I didn't want him to spend his
life in a country where there is such
control, where everything is forbidden...where it is impossible to know the
truth." Gosman attempted to raise his
son as a patriot, but soon realized that
in effect he was lying to him. Little by
little, he felt compelled to tell him the
truth.
Yet it was something else-something
even more clearly defined than the invisible net that Soviet political ideology
draws around artistic license-that
forced the Gosmans to find an exit: they
were Jews, and subject to all the harassment that implies. One episode at the
Leningrad Conservatory remains in
Gosman's mind as a symbol of antiSemitism: "In Leningrad there is only
one synagogue, not far from the conservatory. Once a group of music students
walked along the street after their
srudies. They wanted to go to the
movies, but couldn't get tickets. Then
they walked further and saw that on the
street outside the synagogue people
were dancing. It seems that some sort
of Jewish festival was going on. And
the young musicians, seeing that
everyone was dancing, also started to
dance."
Gosman's voice tightens as he
continues.
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"But the next day, all those who
joined in the dancing were summoned
by the director of the conservatory and
shown photographs of themselves.

'Look,'accused the officials, 'Here you
are, dancing on the street in front of the
synagogue.' " Gosman says this with
resignation and little nuance, and then
falls silent. But suddenly his voice
deepens with a tone more passionate
and direct, as though he were standing
before his orchestra, violin in hand,
demanding more vibrato and conviction.
"The musicians were excluded from
Komsomol [the organization of Communist youthl and the conservatory."
The conductor paused. "There you have
it. That one incident tells much about
the whole situation."
The Leningrad Conservatory itself
demands rigid adherence to political
dogma. "A great deal of importance is

placed on the study of Marxism,
Leninism, and political science," says
Gosman. "They consider it impossible
to become a good musician without studying Leninism or Stalin. There are
many such things that distract students
from music, and the courses themselves
take five years. You don't necessarily
have to study the violin, but you absolutely have to attend lecfures on

Marxism!"
After his decision to emigrate,
Gosman's identity as a citizen in his
own country, even among peoPle he
knew and trusted, could never again
be the same. People envied him, or
shunned him. A few offered discreet
encouragement.

"Not everyone could allow themselves
to leave. There were those with parents
who were too old to leave, and others
who were simply afraid they wouldn't

"/n Russ ia thev call
New York the evil city.'

-Eutwffi

for the first time and
walked down Fifth
Avenue, and then saw

shocked
beauty of this
themselves. And when
I came here to live,
Americans were
asfonish ingly
and kind.'

be able to build a new life-perhaps
their health wouldn't allow it. I would
say that people were divided into three
categories on this issue. The majority
were envious of us. Others said, 'Go!
Everything will be all right, everything
will be wonderful!'And the third group
was also preparing for emigration and
supporting each other's efforts."
Gosman first experienced America
while still a Soviet musician on tour
with the Leningrad Philharmonic. "I had
a very disturbing image of New York in
my mind," he recounts, a smile emerging from the creases around his eyes.
"You see, in Russia they call New York
'the evil city'-people simply grab each
other by the neck and...squeeze!" He
demonstrates with a mock gesture and
29
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laughs. "Everyone is always thinking
about money, and murdering each other,
and there is never any sunshine on the
streets. So this was my first impression.
"But when I came here for the first
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time and walked down Fifth Avenue.
and then saw Central Park, I was completely shocked-shocked by the beaury
of this city, and by the New Yorkers
themselves.

I

was amazed that they
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smiled as they walked around, that the
crowds were so elegant, so interesting.
And when I came here to live, Americans were astonishingly supportive and
kind. The contrast between what I heard
in Russia and what I actually saw was

very, very great."
The conductor's blue eyes are expressive, the laugh submerged by
memory.

Komsomol to Carnegie
Like many other Jews whose applications for emigration have been accepted,
Gosman arrived in the United States with
practically no personal possessions or
knowledge of English. He did, however,
have a job. He began work with the
Saint Louis Symphony in November of
l9l7 .In addition to performing with the
orchestra, Gosman began teaching at the
conservatory of Washington University
and became artist-in-residence at the
University of Missouri. He is currently
on the faculty of the State University of
New York at Stony Brook.
Most of the permanent members of
Gosman's ensemble are also Jews, some
of whom he knew in the Soviet Union

and some he met for the first time when
holding the first auditions for the Soviet
Emigrd Orchestra in New York. At
times, even Gosman himself finds it hard
to believe his good fortune in being able
to launch his own chamber orchestra. It
was no simple matter to create an ensemble in a country whose language he did
not speak and whose musical life was a
universe away from anything he had
known in the Soviet Union. "Here, we
have to raise money and promote
ourselves," Gosman explains. "In
Russia, the government does all
that...but also controls everything. In
some ways, life here is much more complicated because a lot depends on the
person. You have to make decisions
yourself. In Russia, the government
makes decisions for you."
The Soviet Emigr6 Orchestra was not

his inaugural effort at organizing a
musical ensemble this side of the Atlantic. During his first summer in America,
Gosman organized a music camp in

t in America, if you
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television will
concert.
outweigh
people
-donfgoTo a corrcert
-7---"
for years and then sud-

are amazed at how
"
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Massachusetts called the Red Fox. There
he formed an orchestra for teachers and
students, which received very favorable
reviews. One of the Red Fox's
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pedagogues, New York freelance flutist
David Barg, became an essential catalyst
in forming the Soviet Emigr6 Orchestra.
Barg convinced Gosman that he was sufficiently well known in the emigr6 community to attract an impressive selection
of talent. The flutist also served as initial
manager, stepping in when Gosman's
English lailed and helping him to take
the inconsistencies of America's musical
establishment - baffling to manY
foreigners-in stride.
Gosman scheduled auditions and chose
not only the best Soviet musicians he

packed with both emigr6s and Ameri-

could find, but a few Americans as well.
The chamber orchestra made its debut at

phrase endings and dynamics that

Carnegie Hall in 1979, with a concert
series billed as the "Soviet Emigr6 Music
Festival" and featuring a Bach-Haydn
program, a Vivaldi program, and a
Mozart-Haydn program. Gosman expanded the core group ofthirteen to between twenty and thirty players, which
he continues to do depending on a program's requirements for additional
winds, strings, brass, or soloists.
These performances marked an
auspicious beginning for Gosman and

his compatriots. Carnegie Hall was

cans-the former fondly recalling
Gosman's days as a Soviet performer,
the latter attracted by the emigr6s'
courageous odysseys. The New York
Times applauded: "It was instantly apparent that Mr. Gosman's orchestra,
however temporary, was a Polished
group with a sound of its own," wrote
Joseph Horowilz in July 1979. "The

violins were particularly distinctive for
the nearly vocal quality of their cantabile playing Mr. Gosman encouraged
fluent inflections, including hushed
swelled as the lines rose..."
To see Gosman encourage these
subtleties from his players is to glimpse
the grandeur and poetry of the Russian
spirit through the power of musical suggestion. In performance, he directs the
orchestra from the concertmaster's chair
with a vivid display of gesture and
rhythmic precision. In rehearsal, he will
often stand in front of the orchestra,
coaxing the musicians along with
movements of his bow. As he coaches
the group, his vitality streams in an unContinued on Page 42
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Soviet Emigre
Continued from Page 32

broken line from mind to instrument to
musical effect. In the tradition of most
great performers he himself becomes a
humble emissary for his art-the means'
not the end.
Gosman may use images to convey
the intent of a particular musical
passage to his musicians. But mostly he
plays, persuading from the violin a tone

uncannily resembling the human voice.
"Forget you are playing violins! Forget

you are playing cellos!" he demands.
"SING! VOCALS!" Gosman rehearses
only in English, since there is always at
least one American in the grouP. He
plays again, each tone warm, broad,

delicious. And the musicians leap into
the spirit of the piece.
Despite his undeniable control over
the group, Gosman is no dictator. His is
a benign leadership based on acceptance
of individual tastes and attitudes. "It's

absolutely necessary that the musicians
understand what the music is about,
what sorts of images are there. And
it is necessary that each player say
something about himself that is his own.
It is his music, ftls story."
Perhaps these words best describe the
orchestra's artistic credo. For it was individual circumstances, after all, that
brought the musicians together in the
first place. Each left the Soviet Union
after enduring insoluble conflicts between anti-Semitism and social freedom,
between artistic confinement and artistic
impulses, or between love of the
homeland and a desire to flee. Each
emigr6 in Gosman's group bears the
mark of personal sacrifice: the selling
of a cherished instrument, or the leaving behind of deep attachments.
The emigration process can take
anywhere from a few weeks to several
years, with no logic to the procedure or
clear definition of terms. One violinist
waited for two years, during which time
he had no work and was forced to sell
his violin, a valuable instrument that
had been in his family for generations.

Friends were afraid to contact him for
fear of losing their own jobs.
Gosman was luckier with his violin.
Any musical instrument taken out of the
Soviet Union has to be evaluated by a
special committee and, if considered
valuable, bought a second time.
Gosman's wife Genia, a lively, darkhaired woman, tells the story with spark
and forthrightness. "Lazar didn't sleep at
night for thinking about how he would
get the violin out. He had paid a lot of
money for it and knew that if he went
to the special committee it would be a
disaster. Since I had kept my maiden
name after our marriage, I decided to
go to the committee myself and pretend
it was my instrument.
"When they asked me how much I
would give them for it, I wanted to say,
'Anything in the world!' But instead I
told them, 'It's really not worth very
much.' They discussed it, and told me
that since the violin wasn't verY
valuable, they would let me take it out'"
Tastes of Freedom
As Gosman sees it, the Soviet Emigr6
Orchestra "is like a symbol of America.
It's the idea of starting a new life in a
new country." The sharing of common
destinies and rebuilt dreams has woven
an unspoken unity among the players.

That has contributed to a kind of ensemble playing tight enough to hold water,
and an enersv that has ied audiences to
Symphony Magazine

jump from their seats throwing flowers.
This is remarkable when one considers
that most of its audiences don't share the
orchestra's Slavic temperament- in
which strong emotions linger just below
the surface of daily affairs and rush out
through the slightest opening.
"Maybe you could say that Russian audiences are more emotional, more passionate than American ones," says
Gosman. He finds it difficult to pinpoint
the differences between American and
western European audiences, but on the
subject of music as an essential part of
any society Gosman has no doubts.
"People in Europe can't imagine iiving
without music or going for a whole week
without hearing a concert. They simply
go. To them it's like a cup of coffee in
the morning. What amazes me is that in
Europe, people go to concerts all the
time and yet pay very little for it on the
whole-orchestras are supported by the
governments. In America, people can
live quite happily without music and yet
end up giving hundreds, sometimes
thousands of dollars in order to support it.
"I have the impression that in
America, if you put television and a concert on the scales, television will always
outweigh the concert. But a lot of people
don't go to a concart for years and then
suddenly, when they do, are amazed at
how wonderful it is. A new world opens
up to them."
Gosman has had his own share of new
worlds. During his time with the Saint
Louis Symphony, the whole idea of pops
repertoire presented itselfto him for the
first time. "The musicians who had
played with the orchestra for a long time
didn't like pops concerts very much. The
music wasn't 'serious,' and they just accepted it as a necessity. But for me, all
these pieces were so new, so pleasant, so
fresh. I especially remember an elderly
listener who came up to me afterwards
and said: 'Mr. Gosman, why were all the
other musicians so serious, and only you
were smiling?!"
Gosman exlains. After years of rigid
program requirements in the Soviet
Union, he could at last amuse an audience without having to amuse the
officials first. Gosman's orchestral programs, like those for all Soviet cultural
events, had to be approved a year in advance of the performance. "You ask permission of your director, then your

director asks his boss, and so it goes as
far as Moscow. And then the Minister of
Culture confirms everything

-or

doesn't

confirm it.
"And often the Minister of Culture
February/March
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Russian, and not much that was "avant
garde," including music by such western
composers as Copland, Britten, and
Bart6k. The proportion was the important thing. Copland was okay-but with
great moderation."
Now, Gosman's musical imagination
roams untethered, from the most traditional repertoire to the most improbable. His own arrangements for
chamber orchestra encompass just about
every style. And he has found ample
opportunity to indulge in whimsy, as

knows nothing about music," Gosman
continues laconically. "The director of
the Philharmonic where I worked, for
instance, was a Party boss, and she
hated music in general-hated it and
didn't know anything about it. For her
the worst punishment of all was to go
and listen to a concert. She usually fell
asleep at them."
Gosman practiced self-censorship for
his own concerts. He knew it made the
officials happier when he played a little
Baroque music, a little Classical, some
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rangement of a Shostakovich work for
use as an encore. "When Shostakovich
was in America," says Gosman, "he
heard the song'Tea for Two'on the
radio and took a great liking to it.
Within 40 minutes he had written a'Tea
for Two'fantasy for symphony orchestra. What a combination of Russian and

American music that is-Shostakovich
and'Tea for Two'!"
At the other extreme is Gosman's arrangement of Shostakovich's intense,
harrowing String Quartet No. 8 in C
minor, Op. 110. A recent rehearsal by
the Soviet Emigr6 Orchestra of this
work (which Gosman has titled
Sinfoniexa) was a study in Russian
camaraderie. Laughter came easily.
Scores lay on the floor in disarray, yet
the mood had an intimate reverence
about it: a Russian ensemble was lend-

JANF]T HILTON

Chicago,

with his recent chamber orchestra ar-

6060 5

2) 66 3' 64 34

ing its expert touch to a contemporary
masterpiece by one of their compatriots.
Shostakovich's juxtapositions of stark,
inhuman, violent sounds with phrases
of transcendent purity are as clear a
denunciation of Stalin as if the com-

poser had flung the manuscript at the
feet of the dictator himself. "If Soviet
ofhcials had really understood what the
music of Shostakovich was all about,"
says one cellist, "they would have killed
him back in 1931."
In Musical Passage, a critically acclaimed PBS documentary about the
Soviet Emigr6 Orchestra made in 1985,
Gosman explains portions of the ,Sinfoniexa: "I think that if you understand

the music of Shostakovich, you will
understand why we left Russia. He
described in sound the murder of
millions of people during the time of
Stalin's terror. During this time, the
KGB would come knocking at the door
at night to make arrests. People
prepared socks and dried bread to take
with them, and waited. Shostakovich
describes one person, alone in the

night...waiting."
The musicians begin the rehearsal
and position their bows, waiting for
Gosman's solo. He begins to plaY,
tenderly, with introspection, his tone expressing the unfathomable loneliness of
Shostakovich's hero. Suddenly the other
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players interrupt with a brutal rhythmic
figure-the knocking at the door. "No,
nol," interjects Gosman, stopping the
phrase. "I think these notes should be
much more energetic. The KGB had a
plan: they had to take 20, maybe 30
people that night. They're in a hurryl

MORE!"
But symbolism in this orchestra's
repertoire is nowhere more apparent
than in their performance of Haydn's
"Farewell" Symphony. The musicians
sit on a darkened stage, candles illuminating their scores. One by one, as
the orchestration thins, the players extinguish their candles and slip silently
into the wings. At the end only Gosman
remains onstage, sitting motionless for a

few seconds until his final chords are
claimed by the silence, then leans over
to blow out the candle.
As he leaves the stage and vanishes
from view, his gesture is more than it
appears. Gosman performed this piece
on his last concert in Leningrad. And
when he extinguished his candle and
walked away, many knew he would
never return. g
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